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UNITARY EQUIVALENCE OF PROPER EXTENSIONS OF A

SYMMETRIC OPERATOR AND THE WEYL FUNCTION

SEPPO HASSI, MARK MALAMUD, AND VADIM MOGILEVSKII

Abstract. Let A be a densely defined simple symmetric operator in H, let Π =
{H,Γ0,Γ1} be a boundary triplet for A∗ and let M(·) be the corresponding Weyl func-
tion. It is known that the Weyl function M(·) determines the boundary triplet Π, in
particular, the pair {A,A0}, where A0 := A∗⌈kerΓ0(= A∗

0), uniquely up to unitary
similarity. At the same time the Weyl function corresponding to a boundary triplet for
a dual pair of operators defines it uniquely only up to weak similarity.

In this paper we consider symmetric dual pairs {A,A} generated by A ⊂ A∗ and

special boundary triplets Π̃ for {A,A}. We are interested whether the result on unitary

similarity remains valid provided that the Weyl function corresponding to Π̃ is M̃(z) =
K∗(B − M(z))−1K, where B is some non-self-adjoint bounded operator in H. We
specify some conditions in terms of the operators A0 and AB = A∗⌈ker (Γ1 − BΓ0),
which determine uniquely (up to unitary equivalence) the pair {A,AB} by the Weyl

function M̃(·). Moreover, it is shown that under some additional assumptions the Weyl
function MΠ(·) of the boundary triplet Π for the dual pair {A,A} determines the triplet
Π uniquely up to unitary similarity. We obtain also some negative results demonstrating

that in general the Weyl function M̃(·) does not determine the operator AB even up to
similarity.

1. Introduction

Let H be a Hilbert space, let A be a densely defined closed symmetric operator in H

with equal deficiency indices n+(A) = n−(A) ≤ ∞, and let A∗ be the adjoint operator
of A.

During the last three decades a new approach to the extension theory has been elabo-
rated and has already attracted some attention. It is based on a concept of a boundary
triplet Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} for the operator A∗ (see [15]). The main ingredient of this
approach is the following abstract Green’s (Lagrange) identity

(1.1) (A∗f, g)− (f, A∗g) = (Γ1f,Γ0g)H − (Γ0f,Γ1g)H, f, g ∈ domA∗,

where H is an auxiliary Hilbert space and Γ0, Γ1 are linear mappings from A∗ to H such
that the mapping Γ = (Γ0 Γ1)

⊤ is surjective. A boundary triplet for A∗ always exists but
is not unique. Its role in the extension theory is similar to that of a coordinate system in

analytic geometry. It allows one to parameterize the set ExtA of closed extensions Ã of

A satisfying A ⊂ Ã ⊂ A∗ (proper extensions) in terms of abstract boundary conditions.

Namely, the equality Θ = Γdom Ã establishes a one-to-one correspondence between all

extensions AΘ := Ã ∈ ExtA and all closed linear relations Θ in H. If Θ is the graph of
a closed operator B(∈ C(H)), then the corresponding extension is given by

(1.2) Ã = AB = A∗⌈ker (Γ1 −BΓ0).
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The main analytical tool in this approach is the Weyl function M(·) corresponding to
Π that was introduced and investigated extensively in [12]. It is defined by

(1.3) Γ1fz = M(z)Γ0fz, fz ∈ Nz := ker (A∗ − z), z ∈ C \ R.
It is shown in [12] that M(·) is well defined, takes values in [H] and is an R[H]-function
(Nevanlinna function), i.e., it is holomorphic in C \ R, Im zImM(z) ≥ 0 and M∗(z) =

M(z), z ∈ C \ R.
If the operator A is simple, then the Weyl function M(·) determines the pair {A,A0},

A0 = A∗⌈ker Γ0, as well as the boundary triplet Π itself, uniquely up to unitary equiv-
alence; see [12, 24]. In particular, M(·) determines the extension AB given by (1.2)
uniquely up to the unitary similarity. Note that the unique determination of the pair
{A,A0} up to the unitary equivalence has been proved in [20, 21] in terms of the so-called
Q-functions.

The concept of a boundary triplet for A∗ has been extended to the case of dual pairs
of closed operators A,AT , i.e. pairs of operators satisfying A ⊂ (A⊤)∗; the definition
reads as follows:

Definition 1.1. [23] Let {A,AT} be a dual pair of closed densely defined operators A
and AT in H. A collection Π = {H0 ⊕H1,Γ,Γ

⊤}, where H0 and H1 are Hilbert spaces
and

Γ =

(
Γ0

Γ1

)
: dom (A⊤)∗ → H0 ⊕H1, Γ⊤ =

(
Γ⊤
0

Γ⊤
1

)
: domA∗ → H1 ⊕H0

are linear mappings, is called a boundary triplet for {A,A⊤} if the mappings Γ and
Γ⊤ are surjective and for every f ∈ dom (A⊤)∗ and g ∈ domA∗ the following abstract
Green’s identity holds

((A⊤)∗f, g)− (f, A∗g) = (Γ1f,Γ
⊤
0 g)− (Γ0f,Γ

⊤
1 g).

First constructions of boundary triplets for a dual pair of non-self-adjoint elliptic
operators as well as their applications to non-local boundary value problems for elliptic
operators in domains with smooth boundary go back to the classical papers by M.I. Visik
[31] and G. Grubb [16].

In [27, 29] a concept of the Weyl function MΠ(·) corresponding to the triplet Π have
also been extended to the case of dual pairs {A,AT}. The considerations in [27, 29] have
been inspired by investigations of V.B. Lidskii [22] in the spectral theory of the Sturm-

Liouville operator − d2

dx2 + q with complex-valued potential; there the Weyl function was
introduced by extending the Weyl limit-circle procedure. It turned out that the abstract
Weyl function MΠ(·) from [27, 29] coincides with that from [22]. Moreover, it was shown
in [29] that for each boundary triplet Π for {A,A⊤} the extension A0 := (A⊤)∗⌈ker Γ0 and
the Weyl function MΠ(·) coincide, respectively, with the main operator and the transfer
function of some linear stationary system (in the sense of [3, 4]). Further investigations in
this topic have been motivated by possible applications to boundary value problems for
non-self-adjoint differentials operators (see [29, 9, 10, 11, 17, 25] and references therein).

It is shown in [28] that in the case of a simple dual pair {A,A⊤} the Weyl function
MΠ(·) determines the boundary triplet Π as well as the proper extension AB uniquely
up to weak similarity (similar result for linear stationary systems was earlier obtained
in [3]). Note that weak similarity does not preserve the spectral properties and even the
spectrum of the main operator. In recent publications [5] and [1, 2] it was shown that in
two special cases the Weyl function determines the operator AB up to similarity [5] and
up to unitary similarity [1, 2], respectively.

In this paper we consider only special dual pairs {A,A} generated by a symmetric, not
necessarily densely defined, operator A. Moreover, we consider only special boundary
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triplets Π = {H ⊕H,Γ,Γ⊤} for the dual pair {A,A} such that the corresponding Weyl
function MΠ(·) is

(1.4) M̃(z) := MΠ(z) = K∗(B −M(z))−1K, z ∈ ρ(AB),

where M(·) is the Weyl function of A defined by (1.3) and B is a bounded non-self-
adjoint (B 6= B∗) operator in H. The latter means, in particular, that AB is the almost
solvable extension of A in the sense of [13].

The Weyl function MΠ(·) of the form (1.4) is no longer Nevanlinna function in C±.
However, if B is accumulative, then the Weyl function MΠ(·) of the form (1.4) is a
Nevanlinna function in C+, i.e. it is holomorphic in C+ and ImMΠ(z) ≥ 0, z ∈ C+. It
follows that MΠ(·) admits a classical integral representation (cf. (2.3)) only in C+.

We are interested in sufficient (and necessary) conditions in terms of the operators
AB and A0 = A∗

0 that make it possible to determine the pair {A,AB} uniquely (up to
the unitary equivalence) by the Weyl function (1.4). More precisely, we consider the
following problem:

Given a simple symmetric operator A(j), a boundary triplet Πj = {H,Γ
(j)
0 ,Γ

(j)
1 } for

A(j)∗, the corresponding Weyl function Mj(·), a proper extension A
(j)
Bj

= A(j)∗⌈ker (Γ(j)
1 −

BjΓ
(j)
0 ), j ∈ {1, 2}, and a domain Ω ⊂ ρ(A

(1)
B1
) ∩ ρ(A

(2)
B2
) ⊂ C. When the equality

(1.5) M̃1(z) = K∗
1(B1 −M1(z))

−1K1 = K∗
2(B2 −M2(z))

−1K2 = M̃2(z), z ∈ Ω,

yields the unitary similarity of the pairs of operators {A(1)
B1
, A

(1)
0 } and

{A(2)
B2
, A

(2)
0 }?

We show (cf. Theorem 3.9) that the answer is positive at least in the following two
cases:

(i) Ω ∩ C± 6= ∅;
(ii) Ω ⊂ C+ and the ac-part Eac

j (·) of the spectral measure Ej(·) of A(j)
0 , j ∈ {1, 2}, is

not equivalent to the Lebesgue measure.
In particular, both assumptions (i) and (ii) are satisfied provided that Ω ∩ R 6= ∅. It

is emphasized however, that condition (ii) is not necessary for the unitary equivalence
of AB1 and AB2 . Moreover, the unitary equivalence might happen even if both Eac

1 (·) and
Eac

2 (·) are spectrally equivalent to the Lebesgue measure (see Remark 3.3).
To include in our considerations bounded operators A0 = A∗

0 we consider dual pairs
{A,A} with a bounded nondensely defined symmetric operator A. We show that the
Weyl function MΠ(·) corresponding to a special boundary triplet Π = {H ⊕ H,Γ,Γ⊤}
for {A,A} is

(1.6) MΠ(z) = F +K∗(A0 − z)−1K, z ∈ ρ(A0),

(c.f. (1.4)), where A0 = ker Γ0 ∈ [H] and K ∈ [H,H], F ∈ [H] are the operators defined
in terms of the boundary triplet Π. Since A0 is bounded, MΠ(∞) = F and it follows from
each of the assumptions (i) and (ii) that MΠ(·) determines the pair {A0, AB} uniquely up
to the unitary equivalence. In fact, in this case a stronger statement is valid: the Weyl
function MΠ(·) determines the boundary triplet Π uniquely up to unitary equivalence (see
Theorem 4.6). A similar result is also valid for unbounded A provided that ρ(A0)∩R 6= ∅
(cf. Theorem 4.7). This result can be reformulated as follows: the transfer function of
a special linear stationary system determines it uniquely up to unitary similarity (see
Remark 4.9 for details).

In the last section we present some negative results demonstrating that in general

the function M̃(·) of the form (1.4) does not determine the operator AB uniquely even
up to the similarity. For instance, it is shown that for any symmetric operator A(1),
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any Weyl function M1(·) of A(1), and any accumulative B1 ∈ [H] there exists a (non-
unique) simple symmetric operator A(2) and a (non-unique) dissipative operator B2 ∈ [H]
such that equality (1.5) holds with K1 = K2 = IH and Ω ⊂ C+. At the same time the
operators AB1 and AB2 have different spectra, hence cannot be similar. Observe also that

without additional restrictions the Weyl function M̃(·) does not determine the extension
AB uniquely up to the unitary similarity even in the case of the accumulative B (see
Remark 5.2(4)).

Finally, we present some explicit examples illustrating the above effect.
The main results of the paper have been announced without proofs in [19].
Notation. Throughout the paper H and H are assumed to be separable Hilbert

spaces, the set of bounded linear operators from H0 to H1 is denoted by [H0,H1], we
also write [H] := [H,H]. Further, PL ∈ [H] denotes the orthoprojector in H onto the
subspace L ⊂ H. The open upper and lower half-plane of C are denoted by C+ and C−,
respectively.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Linear relations. Let H0 and H1 be Hilbert spaces. A linear relation T from
H0 to H1 is a linear manifold in H0 ⊕ H1. In particular, the set of all closed linear

relations from H0 to H1 is denoted by C̃(H0,H1), and C̃(H) := C̃(H,H). For each

T ∈ C̃(H0,H1) the domain, the range, the kernel and the multi-valued part of T are
denoted by domT, ranT, ker T , and mulT , respectively. The notations domT and ranT
stand for the closures of the domain domT and the range ranT of T . Systematically a
closed linear operator T from H0 to H1 will be identified with its graph

gr T = {{f, Tf} : f ∈ domT} ∈ C̃(H0,H1).

If T ∈ C̃(H0,H1) then the inverse linear relation T−1 is given by

T−1 = {{f ′, f} : {f, f ′} ∈ T} (∈ C̃(H1,H0)).

Furthermore, the adjoint linear relation T ∗ is defined as

T ∗ = {{g, g′} ∈ H1 ⊕H0 : (f
′, g) = (f, g′), {f, f ′} ∈ T} ∈ C̃(H1,H0).

For a linear relation T ∈ C̃(H0,H1) the following notations are frequently used:
0 ∈ ρ(T ) if ker T = {0} and ranT = H1, or equivalently, if T

−1 ∈ [H1,H0];
0 ∈ ρ̂(T ) if ker T = {0} and ranT = ranT 6= H1;
0 ∈ σc(T ) if ker T = {0} and ranT = H1 6= ranT ;
0 ∈ σp(T ) if ker T 6= {0};
0 ∈ σr(T ) if 0 ∈ σ(T ) \ (σp(T ) ∪ σc(T )).

For any T ∈ C̃(H) denote by ρ(T ) = {λ ∈ C : 0 ∈ ρ(T − λ)} and ρ̂(T ) = {λ ∈ C :
0 ∈ ρ̂(T −λ)} the resolvent set and the set of regular type points of T , respectively. The
spectrum of T is given by σ(T ) = C\ρ(T ). It admits the following classification:

σc(T ) = {λ ∈ C : 0 ∈ σc(T − λ)} is the continuous spectrum;
σp(T ) = {λ ∈ C : 0 ∈ σp(T − λ)} is the point spectrum;
σr(T ) = {λ ∈ C : 0 ∈ σr(T − λ)} is the residual spectrum.

A linear relation T ∈ C̃(H) is called symmetric if T ⊂ T ∗ and self-adjoint if T = T ∗.

2.2. Operator measures. Here some known facts on operator measures are recalled.
Let H be a separable Hilbert space, let B(R) be the Borel σ-algebra of the real line R
and let Bb(R) be the ring of all bounded sets in B(R).
Definition 2.1. (i) A mapping Σ(·) : Bb(R) → [H] is called an operator measure if
Σ(∅) = 0, Σ(δ) = Σ(δ)∗ ≥ 0 (δ ∈ Bb(R)), and the function Σ(·) is strongly countably
additive.
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(ii) An operator measure Σ(·) is called bounded if it is defined on B(R).
(iii) A bounded operator measure Σ(·) =: E(·) is said to be orthogonal if E(R) = I

and E2(δ) = E(δ) (i.e., E(δ) is the orthoprojector in H) .

By the spectral theorem [7], there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the
orthogonal measures E(·) in H and self-adjoint operators T = T ∗ in H. It is given by
the decomposition

(2.1) T =

∫

R
t dE(t), domT = {f ∈ H :

∫

R
t2d(E(t)f, f) < ∞}.

The measure E(·) is called the spectral measure of T .
The operator measure Σ1 is called absolutely continuous with respect to the measure

Σ2 (in symbols: Σ1 ≺ Σ2) if Σ2(δ) = 0 implies Σ1(δ) = 0 for δ ∈ Bb(R). The measures
Σ1 and Σ2 are called equivalent (Σ1 ∼ Σ2) if Σ1 ≺ Σ2 and Σ2 ≺ Σ1.

In the sequel we denote by m(·) the (scalar) Lebesgue measure in R. The operator
measure Σ(·) is called singular (with respect to m(·)) if there exists a set δ0 ∈ B(R) such
that m(δ0) = 0 and Σ(δ) = Σ(δ∩δ0) for all δ ∈ Bb(R). The singularity of Σ(·) is denoted
by Σ ⊥ m.

Each operator measure Σ(·) admits the Lebesgue decomposition

(2.2) Σ = Σac + Σs, where Σac ≺ m and Σs ⊥ m.

The operator measures Σac and Σs are called the absolutely continuous and singular
parts of Σ, respectively. If the measure Σ(·) = E(·) is orthogonal, then its absolutely
continuous and singular parts Eac(·) and Es(·) are also orthogonal, Eac(·)Es(·) = 0, and
the decomposition in (2.2) can be rewritten as E = Eac ⊕ Es.

For a self-adjoint operator T in H with the spectral measure E(·) denote Hτ := EτH
and Tτ = T ⌈Hτ , τ = ac, s. This yields the decompositions H = Hac ⊕ Hs and T =
Tac ⊕ Ts. The operators Tac and Ts are called the ac-part and the singular part of T ,
respectively. The spectrum σ(Tac) (σ(Ts)) is called the ac-spectrum (resp. the singular
spectrum) of T.

Recall that each self-adjoint relation T ∈ C̃(H) admits the decomposition

T = T ′ ⊕ m̂ulT, m̂ulT = {0} ⊕mul T,

where T ′ is a self-adjoint operator (the operator part of T ) in H′ := H⊖mul T .

Definition 2.2. Let T = T ∗ ∈ C̃(H) and mulT 6= H, i.e., H′ 6= {0}). Then the spectral
measure of T is defined to be the spectral measure E(·) : B(R) → [H′] of its operator
part T ′ = (T ′)∗. Moreover, the ac-spectrum σac(T ) and singular spectrum σs(T ) of T
are defined as σac(T ) := σac(T

′) and σs(T ) := σs(T
′), respectively.

2.3. R-Functions. A holomorphic operator-valued function F (·) : C\R → [H] is called
an R-function (Nevanlinna function) if Im z · ImF (z) ≥ 0 and F ∗(z) = F (z), z ∈ C \R.
The class of R-functions with values in [H] is denoted by R[H]. Every F (·) ∈ R[H]
admits an integral representation of the form (see [8])

(2.3) F (z) = C +Dz +

∫

R

(
1

t− z
− t

1 + t2

)
dΣ, z ∈ C \ R,

where C, D ∈ [H], C = C∗, D ≥ 0 and Σ(·) : Bb(R) → [H] is an operator measure
satisfying

(2.4)

∫

R

dΣ

1 + t2
∈ [H]

(the integrals are understood in the strong sense). The operator measure Σ(·) and
the operators C, D in (2.3) are called the spectral measure and parameters of F (·),
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respectively. They are uniquely defined by F (·). Moreover, a distribution operator
function Σ(·) : R → [H] defined by

(2.5) Σ(t) =





Σ([0, t)), t > 0,
0, t = 0,

−Σ([t, 0)), t < 0,

is called the (normalized) spectral function of F (·).

2.4. Boundary triplets and the Weyl functions. Let H be a Hilbert space, let A be
a closed symmetric operator in H, not necessarily densely defined, and let A∗(∈ C̃(H))
be the adjoint of A. Assume also that the operator A has equal deficiency indices
n±(A) = dim(ker (A∗ ∓ i)) ≤ ∞.

Here we briefly recall the basic facts on boundary triplets and the corresponding Weyl
functions following [15, 12, 24, 14].

Definition 2.3 ([15, 24]). A triplet Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1}, where H is a Hilbert space and
Γ0,Γ1 : A∗ → H are linear mappings, is called a boundary triplet for A∗ if the following
”abstract Green’s identity” holds

(2.6) (f ′, g)− (f, g′) = (Γ1f̂ ,Γ0ĝ)H − (Γ0f̂ ,Γ1ĝ)H, f̂ = {f, f ′}, ĝ = {g, g′} ∈ A∗

and the mapping Γ := (Γ0 Γ1)
⊤ : A∗ → H⊕H is surjective.

Note that A∗ is a densely defined operator if and only if domA is dense in H. In this
case the identity (2.6) can be rewritten in the equivalent form

(2.7) (A∗f, g)− (f, A∗g) = (Γ1f,Γ0g)H − (Γ0f,Γ1g)H, f, g ∈ domA∗.

A boundary triplet Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} for A∗ exists whenever n+(A) = n−(A). Moreover,
one has n±(A) = dimH, ker Γj (j = 1, 2) is selfadjoint, and ker Γ0 ∩ ker Γ1 = A. It is
known that Γ0,Γ1 ∈ [A∗,H], that is the operators Γ0 and Γ1 are bounded with respect
to the graph topology on A∗.

Definition 2.4. A closed linear relation Ã ∈ C̃(H) is called a proper extension of A, if

A $ Ã $ A∗. The set of proper extensions augmented by A and A∗ is denoted by ExtA.

Clearly, every self-adjoint extension Ã = Ã∗ is automatically proper, i.e., Ã ∈ ExtA.
Moreover, every closed dissipative extension Ã is also proper (see [24]). With a boundary
triplet Π one typically fixes two extensions Aj := ker Γj, j ∈ {0, 1} of A, which are self-
adjoint in view of Proposition 2.5 below. Conversely, for every A0 = A∗

0 ∈ ExtA there
exists a (non-unique) boundary triplet Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} for A∗ such that A0 = ker Γ0.

Using the concept of a boundary triplet one can parameterize the set of all proper

extensions of A by means of the set C̃(H) of closed linear relations in H.

Proposition 2.5. Let Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} be a boundary triplet for A∗. Then the mapping

(2.8) ExtA ∋ Ã → ΓÃ = {{Γ0f̂ ,Γ1f̂} : f̂ ∈ Ã} =: Θ ∈ C̃(H)

establishes a bijective correspondence between the sets ExtA and C̃(H). We put AΘ := Ã
where Θ is defined by (2.8). Moreover, the following statements hold:

(i) if Θ := B ∈ C(H) is an operator, then (2.8) takes the form

(2.9) AB = ker (Γ1 − BΓ0);

(ii) the extension AΘ ∈ ExtA is m-dissipative, m-accumulative, self-adjoint, if and

only if so is the corresponding linear (boundary) relation Θ ∈ C̃(H).
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The linear relation Θ (the operator B) is called the boundary relation (the boundary
operator) or the coordinate of the extension AΘ. In particular, Aj := ker Γj = AΘj

, j ∈
{0, 1}, where Θ0 := {0} ×H and Θ1 := H× {0}. Hence Aj = A∗

j since clearly Θj = Θ∗
j .

In the sequel the extension A0 is usually regarded as a reference self-adjoint extension.
It is well known that Weyl functions play an important role in the direct and inverse

spectral theory of singular Sturm-Liouville operators. In the papers [12, 24] the concept
of Weyl function was generalized to the case of an arbitrary symmetric operator A with
n+(A) = n−(A). Some basic facts on the Weyl functions and γ-fields are now briefly
recalled.

Let Nz(A) := ker (A∗ − z) be the defect subspace of A and let N̂z(A) := {{fz, zfz} :

fz ∈ Nz(A)}. Clearly, N̂z(A) is a (closed) subspace in A∗. Denote by π1 the orthopro-
jector in H⊕ H onto H⊕ {0}.
Definition 2.6 ([12, 24]). Let Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} be a boundary triplet for A∗. The oper-
ator functions γ(·) : ρ(A0) → [H,H] and M(·) : ρ(A0) → [H] defined by

(2.10) γ(z) := π1

(
Γ0 ↾ N̂z(A)

)−1
, Γ1 ↾ N̂z(A) = M(z)Γ0 ↾ N̂z(A), z ∈ ρ(A0),

are called the γ-field and the Weyl function, respectively, corresponding to Π.

It is shown in [12, 24] that the operator functions γ(·) and M(·) are well defined and
holomorphic on ρ(A0). Moreover, M(·) ∈ Ru[H], i.e., M(·) ∈ R[H] and 0 ∈ ρ(Im (M(i))).
A symmetric operator A in H is called simple if there is no nontrivial decomposition

H = H1 ⊕ H2, A = A1 ⊕ A2,

where H1 6= {0}, A1 = A∗
1 ∈ C(H1) and A2 is a symmetric operator in H2.

Proposition 2.7. [24, 14, 6] Let A be a simple symmetric operator in H and let Π =
{H,Γ0,Γ1} be a boundary triplet for A∗ with A0 = ker Γ0. Let M(·) be the corresponding
Weyl function and let Σ(·) be the spectral measure of M(·). If mulA0 6= H, then the
spectral measure E(·) of A0 and the measure Σ(·) are equivalent, E ∼ Σ. In particular,
Eac ∼ Σac and Es ∼ Σs.

A description of spectra of proper extensions AΘ of A in terms of Θ and the corre-
sponding Weyl function M(·) is given as follows.

Proposition 2.8. [12, 14] Let Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} be a boundary triplet for A∗ with the

Weyl function M(·) and let Θ ∈ C̃(H). Then for all λ ∈ ρ(A0) the following equivalences
hold:

λ ∈ ρ(AΘ) ⇐⇒ 0 ∈ ρ(Θ−M(λ)),

λ ∈ σj(AΘ) ⇐⇒ 0 ∈ σj(Θ−M(λ)), j ∈ {p, c, r}.
2.5. Boundary triplets and Weyl functions for a dual pair {A,A}. Clearly, every
symmetric operator A in H generates a dual pair of the form {A,A}, and vise versa. In
this case the definition of a boundary triplet for a general dual pair from [23, 29] (see
also Definition 1.1) is simplified and reads as follows.

Definition 2.9. Let A be a closed symmetric operator in H with equal deficiency indices
n+(A) = n−(A) ≤ ∞. A collection Π = {H⊕H,Γ,Γ⊤}, where H is a Hilbert space and

Γ =

(
Γ0

Γ1

)
: A∗ → H⊕H, Γ⊤ =

(
Γ⊤
0

Γ⊤
1

)
: A∗ → H⊕H

are linear mappings, is called a boundary triplet for {A,A} if the mappings Γ and Γ⊤

are surjective and the following abstract Green’s identity holds

(2.11) (f ′, g)− (f, g′) = (Γ1f̂ ,Γ
⊤
0 ĝ)− (Γ0f̂ ,Γ

⊤
1 ĝ), f̂ = {f, f ′}, ĝ = {g, g′} ∈ A∗.
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In the sequel we consider only dual pairs {A,A} and specify for this case some results
from [23, 29, 18] on boundary triplets of general dual pairs {A,A⊤}. Each boundary
triplet Π = {H ⊕H,Γ,Γ⊤} for {A,A} satisfies the relations

dimH = n±(A) and ker Γ0 ∩ ker Γ1 = ker Γ⊤
0 ∩ ker Γ⊤

1 = A.

With a boundary triplet Π = {H ⊕ H,Γ,Γ⊤} for {A,A} one associates two extensions
Aj = ker Γj(∈ ExtA), j ∈ {0, 1}, which in this case are not necessarily self-adjoint. In
what follows it is always assumed that ρ(A0) 6= ∅.

The following result is a counterpart of Proposition 2.5 for dual pairs {A,A}.
Proposition 2.10. Let Π = {H⊕H,Γ,Γ⊤} be a boundary triplet for {A,A}. Then the

mapping (2.8) establishes a bijective correspondence between the sets ExtA and C̃(H).
Moreover, with Θ := B ∈ C(H) the formula (2.8) takes the form (2.9).

We usually indicate the correspondence in Proposition 2.10 as Ã = AΘ. The linear
relation Θ is called the boundary relation or the coordinate, of the proper extension

Ã = AΘ in the triplet Π.

Definition 2.11. Let Π = {H ⊕ H,Γ,Γ⊤} be a boundary triplet for {A,A}. The
operator functions γΠ(·) : ρ(A0) → [H,H] and MΠ(·) : ρ(A0) → [H] defined by

(2.12) γΠ(z) := π1(Γ0 ↾ N̂z(A))
−1, Γ1 ↾ N̂z(A) = MΠ(z)Γ0 ↾ N̂z(A)

with z ∈ ρ(A0) 6= ∅ are called, respectively, the γ-field and the Weyl function corre-
sponding to Π.

In other words the Weyl function MΠ(·) is defined as follows (cf. (2.10))

(2.13) Γ1{fz, zfz} = MΠ(z)Γ0{fz, zfz}, fz ∈ ker (A∗ − z), z ∈ ρ(A0).

The functions γΠ(·) and MΠ(·) are well defined and holomorphic on ρ(A0).
Each boundary triplet Π = {H ⊕ H,Γ,Γ⊤} generates a (reversed) boundary triplet

Π⊤ = {H ⊕H,Γ⊤, (Γ⊤)
⊤} for {A,A}, which is defined by

Γ⊤ = Γ⊤ =

(
Γ⊤
0

Γ⊤
1

)
: A∗ → H⊕H and (Γ⊤)

⊤ = Γ =

(
Γ0

Γ1

)
: A∗ → H⊕H.

For this triplet one has A0⊤(= ker Γ⊤
0 ) = A∗

0 and the corresponding γ-field γΠ⊤
(·) :

ρ(A∗
0) → [H,H] and the Weyl function MΠ⊤

(·) : ρ(A∗
0) → [H] are defined for every

z ∈ ρ(A∗
0) by

γΠ⊤
(z) := π1(Γ

⊤
0 ↾ N̂z(A))

−1, Γ⊤
1 ↾ N̂z(A) = MΠ⊤

(z)Γ⊤
0 ↾ N̂z(A).

Remark 2.12. In the case that Γ⊤ = Γ =

(
Γ0

Γ1

)
the boundary triplet Π = {H⊕H,Γ,Γ⊤}

for the dual pair {A,A} turns into the boundary triplet Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} for A∗ in
Definition 2.3, while the Weyl function MΠ(·) given by (2.12) becomes the Weyl function
M(·) defined in (2.10). This remark shows that a boundary triplet {H,Γ0,Γ1} for A∗

in the sense of Definition 2.3 can be regarded as a particular case of a boundary triplet
{H ⊕ H,Γ,Γ⊤} for {A,A} in the sense of Definition 2.9. To distinguish between two
kinds of boundary triplets, the triplet Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} for A∗ will sometimes be called
an ordinary boundary triplet.

2.6. Unitary equivalent boundary triplets. Let H1 and H2 be Hilbert spaces. For

each unitary operator U ∈ [H1,H2] from H1 onto H2 denote Ũ := U ⊕U ∈ [H1⊕H1,H2⊕
H2].
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Definition 2.13. The linear relations T1 ∈ C̃(H1) and T2 ∈ C̃(H2) are said to be unitarily
equivalent by means of the unitary operator U ∈ [H1,H2], if

T2 = ŨT1 (= {{Uf, Uf ′} : {f, f ′} ∈ T1}) .
Definition 2.14. Let A(j) be a closed symmetric operator in Hj, j ∈ {1, 2}, and let
Πj = {H ⊕ H,Γ(j),Γ⊤(j)} be a boundary triplet for {A(j), A(j)}. The boundary triplets
Π1 and Π2 are said to be unitarily equivalent (unitarily similar) by means of the unitary
operator U ∈ [H1,H2], if

(2.14) ŨA(1)∗ = A(2)∗ and Γ(2)Ũ ↾ A(1)∗ = Γ(1),

The boundary triplets Π1 and Π2 are said to be unitarily similar if they are unitarily
similar by means of some unitary operator U ∈ [H1,H2].

The following lemma is immediate from Definition 2.14.

Lemma 2.15. Let the boundary triplets Π1 and Π2 for {A(1), A(1)} and

{A(2), A(2)}, respectively, be unitarily similar by means of U. Then for any Θ ∈ C̃(H)

the corresponding proper extensions A
(1)
Θ ∈ ExtA(1) and A

(2)
Θ ∈ ExtA(2) are also unitarily

equivalent by means of the same U . In particular, for any B ∈ [H] the extensions

A
(j)
B = ker (Γ

(j)
1 −BΓ

(j)
0 ), j ∈ {1, 2}, are unitarily similar by means of U.

Note that in the case Γ(j) = Γ⊤(j), j ∈ {1, 2}, Definition 2.14 coincides with the usual

definition of unitary equivalence of ordinary boundary triplets Πj = {H,Γ
(j)
0 ,Γ

(j)
1 } for

A(j)∗. Moreover, in this case the following theorem holds.

Theorem 2.16. [12, 14] Let A(j) be a simple symmetric operator in Hj, let Πj =

{H,Γ
(j)
0 ,Γ

(j)
1 } be a boundary triplet for A(j)∗ and let Mj(·) be the corresponding Weyl

function, j ∈ {1, 2}. Then the boundary triplets Π1 and Π2 are unitarily equivalent if
and only if

M1(z) = M2(z), z ∈ C+.

3. Unitary equivalence of proper extensions

3.1. Basic lemma. Let A be a closed symmetric, not necessarily densely defined, op-
erator in H with equal deficiency indices n+(A) = n−(A) ≤ ∞. If A is simple, then
according to Theorem 2.16 and Lemma 2.15, the Weyl function M(·) of an ordinary
boundary triplet Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} for A∗ determines the relations A,A∗, A0, A1 uniquely
up to unitary equivalence.

In what follows we consider the following transform

(3.1) M̃(z) := K∗(B −M(z))−1K

of the Weyl function M(·) with bounded, not necessarily self-adjoint, operator B. We

investigate whether the function M̃(·) determines the operator A and its proper exten-
sions uniquely up to unitary equivalence. It will be shown that in general this is not
the case, although it is really true under some additional assumptions on the relation
A0 = ker Γ0.

We start with the following basic lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let Fj(·) ∈ R[Hj ] be an R-function and let Σj(·), Cj, Dj j ∈ {1, 2}, be its
spectral measure and the parameters, respectively (see (2.3)), i.e.,

(3.2) Fj(z) = Cj +Djz +

∫

R

(
1

t− z
− t

1 + t2

)
dΣj, j ∈ {1, 2}.
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Moreover, let H be a Hilbert space, let Bj ∈ [Hj ] and Kj ∈ [H,Hj], j ∈ {1, 2}, be
operators with 0 ∈ ρ(K1) ∩ ρ(K2) and such that the set

(3.3) Ω+ := { z ∈ C+ : 0 ∈ ρ
(
B1 − F1(z)

)
∩ ρ
(
B2 − F2(z)

)
}

is not empty, and let the operator measure Σ̃j(·) : Bb(R) → [H] and the operators

C̃j, D̃j, B̃j ∈ [H] be given by

Σ̃j(δ) := K−1
j Σj(δ)K

−1∗
j , δ ∈ Bb(R),(3.4)

C̃j := K−1
j CjK

−1∗
j , D̃j := K−1

j DjK
−1∗
j , B̃j := K−1

j BjK
−1∗
j .(3.5)

Then the equality

(3.6) K∗
1 (B1 − F1(z))

−1K1 = K∗
2(B2 − F2(z))

−1K2, z ∈ Ω+,

implies the following equalities:

Σ̃s
1(δ) = Σ̃s

2(δ), Σ̃ac
2 (δ)− Σ̃ac

1 (δ) =
m(δ)

π
(Im B̃2 − Im B̃1), δ ∈ Bb(R),(3.7)

C̃1 − Re B̃1 = C̃2 − Re B̃2, D̃1 = D̃2.(3.8)

Proof. Starting with (3.6) and taking inverses we get

(3.9) K−1
1 (B1 − F1(z))(K

∗
1 )

−1 = K−1
2 (B2 − F2(z))(K

∗
2 )

−1, z ∈ Ω+.

Since F1(·) and F2(·) are Nevanlinna functions, the equality (3.9) remains valid for all
z ∈ C+ by continuity. Substituting the integral representations (3.2) in (3.9) one obtains

C̃1 − B̃1 + D̃1z +

∫

R

(
1

t− z
− t

1 + t2

)
dΣ̃1

= C̃2 − B̃2 + D̃2z +

∫

R

(
1

t− z
− t

1 + t2

)
dΣ̃2, z ∈ C+.

(3.10)

Dividing both sides of (3.10) by z and passing to the limit as z → ∞ gives

(3.11) D̃1 = D̃2.

Now by taking z = i in (3.10) leads to

(3.12) C̃1 − B̃1 + i

∫

R

dΣ̃1

1 + t2
= C̃2 − B̃2 + i

∫

R

dΣ̃2

1 + t2
.

Since C̃i = C̃∗
j , j ∈ {1, 2}, the equality (3.12) gives C̃1 − Re B̃1 = C̃2 − Re B̃2.

On the other hand, by taking the imaginary parts on both sides of (3.10) and sub-
tracting the terms in (3.11) one obtains for all y > 0 and x ∈ R,

−Im B̃1 +

∫

R

y

(t− x)2 + y2
dΣ̃1 = −Im B̃2 +

∫

R

y

(t− x)2 + y2
dΣ̃2.(3.13)

For a given h ∈ H denote by µj,h the scalar measure

(3.14) µj,h(δ) = (Σ̃j(δ)h, h), δ ∈ Bb(R), j ∈ {1, 2},
and let µj,h(t) be the corresponding scalar distribution function (see (2.5)). Since Σ̃j

satisfies (2.4), it follows that

(3.15)

∫

R

dµj,h

1 + t2
< ∞, h ∈ H, j ∈ {1, 2}.

Moreover, (3.13) implies that for every h ∈ H, y > 0 and x ∈ R,

(3.16) −(Im B̃1h, h) +

∫

R

y

(t− x)2 + y2
dµ1,h = −(Im B̃2h, h) +

∫

R

y

(t− x)2 + y2
dµ2,h.
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Let Xj,h be the set of all x ∈ R for which the derivative
dµj,h(x)

dx
exists, j ∈ {1, 2}. Since

the measure µj,h satisfies (3.15), we can pass to the limit in (3.16) as y ↓ 0. Applying
the Fatou theorem, we arrive at the basic equality

(3.17) −(Im B̃1h, h) + π
dµ1,h(t)

dt
= −(Im B̃2h, h) + π

dµ2,h(t)

dt
,

which holds for every h ∈ H and t ∈ X1,h ∩ X2,h. Let
dµac

j,h

dm
(·) be the derivative of the

(absolutely continuous) measure µac
j,h with respect to the Lebesgue measure m. Since

dµac
j,h

dm
(t) =

dµj,h(t)

dt
for a.e. t ∈ R, j ∈ {1, 2},

it follows from (3.17) that

(3.18) µac
2,h(δ)− µac

1,h(δ) =
m(δ)

π
((Im B̃2 − Im B̃1)h, h), δ ∈ Bb(R), h ∈ H.

Combining (3.18) with (3.14) one obtains the second equality in (3.7). Substituting this
equality in (3.13) and using the Lebesgue decomposition Σj(·) = Σac

j (·)+Σs
j(·) (see (2.2))

leads to

(3.19)

∫

R

y

(t− x)2 + y2
dΣ̃s

1 =

∫

R

y

(t− x)2 + y2
dΣ̃s

2.

Since the operator-valued measure is uniquely recovered by its Poisson transform (for
instance, by means of the Stielties inversion formula), the first equality in (3.7) follows.

�

Corollary 3.2. Let the conditions of Lemma 3.1 be satisfied and let Σj(·) be the spectral
function of Fj(·) (see (2.5)). Assume, in addition, that at least one of the following
conditions is fulfilled:

(i) The operator measure Σac
j (·), j ∈ {1, 2}, is not equivalent to the Lebesgue measure

m(·) and equality (3.6) holds.
(ii) The set

Ω− := { z ∈ C− : 0 ∈ ρ
(
B1 − F1(z)

)
∩ ρ
(
B2 − F2(z)

)
}

is not empty and the following equality holds

(3.20) K∗
1 (B1 − F1(z))

−1K1 = K∗
2 (B2 − F2(z))

−1K2, z ∈ Ω := Ω+ ∪ Ω−.

(iii) Equality (3.6) holds and for some t0 ∈ R the weak derivatives w-dΣ1

dt
(t0), w-

dΣ2

dt
(t0)

exist and

(3.21) w-
dΣ1

dt
(t0) = w-

dΣ2

dt
(t0).

Then the following relations are valid

Σ̃1 = Σ̃2, Im B̃1 = Im B̃2,(3.22)

C̃1 − Re B̃1 = C̃2 − Re B̃2, D̃1 = D̃2.(3.23)

Proof. First observe that according to Lemma 3.1 each of the assumptions (i), (ii), (iii)
imply relations (3.7) and (3.8).

(i) Since the measure Σac
j is not equivalent to the Lebesgue measure m(·), there exists

a bounded Borel set δj of positive Lebesgue measure m(δj) > 0, such that Σac
j (δj) = 0;

j ∈ {1, 2}. Substituting these sets in the second equality in (3.7) we get

Im B̃2 − Im B̃1 = − π

m(δ2)
Σ̃ac

1 (δ2) ≤ 0, Im B̃2 − Im B̃1 =
π

m(δ1)
Σ̃ac

2 (δ1) ≥ 0.
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Hence Im B̃2 = Im B̃1, and the second equality in (3.7) yields Σ̃ac
1 = Σ̃ac

2 . Combining this

equality with the first equality in (3.7) yields Σ̃1 = Σ̃2.
(ii) Starting with equality (3.20) for z ∈ Ω− and repeating the reasonings of the proof

of Lemma 3.1, we arrive at the equality

−Im B̃1 +

∫

R

y

(t− x)2 + y2
dΣ̃1 = −Im B̃2 +

∫

R

y

(t− x)2 + y2
dΣ̃2,

with y < 0 and x ∈ R. Therefore for any y > 0 and x ∈ R one has

−Im B̃1 −
∫

R

y

(t− x)2 + y2
dΣ̃1 = −Im B̃2 −

∫

R

y

(t− x)2 + y2
dΣ̃2.

Combining this equality with (3.13) and using the uniqueness of the Poisson transform,
we arrive at (3.22).

(iii) As it was shown in the proof of Lemma 3.1 equality (3.6) implies the basic equality
(3.17). Since t0 ∈ X1,h ∩X2,h for all h ∈ H, we get from (3.17)

(3.24) −(Im B̃1h, h) + π
dµ1,h(t0)

dt
= −(Im B̃2h, h) + π

dµ2,h(t0)

dt
, h ∈ H.

Combining (3.24) with (3.21) one obtains Im B̃1 = Im B̃2. Inserting this equality in (3.7),
yields the first equality in (3.22). �

Remark 3.3. Corollary 3.2(iii) demonstrates at the same time that the condition (i) of
this corollary is not necessary for the validity of the statement. In fact, the conclusion
of Corollary 3.2 substantially depends on the measures Σj themselves, not only on their
spectral types. We emphasize that the assumptions (iii) of Corollary 3.2, hence the
conclusions, can be satisfied even if the operator measures Σac

j , j ∈ {1, 2}, are spectrally
equivalent to the operator Lebesgue measure mH := IHm in the sense of [26, Definition
4.8].

Indeed, let t0 be a common point for which the weak derivatives
dΣj

dt
(t0), j ∈ {1, 2},

exist. Choose a scalar function ϕ(·) ∈ C1(R) satisfying

ϕ(t0) = 0, ϕ(t) > 0, t ∈ R \ {t0} and ϕ(t) = 1, t ∈ R \ (t0 − 1, t0 + 1)

and define the measure Σj,ϕ by setting

(3.25) Σj,ϕ(δ) :=

∫

δ

ϕ(t)dΣj(t), δ ∈ Bb(R), j ∈ {1, 2}.

Then the weak derivative w-
dΣj ,ϕ

dt
(t0), j ∈ {1, 2}, exists and equals zero since for every

h ∈ H

(3.26)

(
dΣj,ϕ(t)h, h

)

dt
|t=t0 = ϕ(t0)

(
dΣj(t)h, h

)

dt
|t=t0 = 0, j ∈ {1, 2}.

If Σac
j , j ∈ {1, 2}, are spectrally equivalent to the measuremH, then clearly Σac

j,ϕ ∼ mH.
Moreover, their multiplicity functions coincide,

(3.27) NΣac
j,ϕ
(t) = NmH

(t) = dimH, t ∈ R \ {t0}.
Hence the operator measures Σac

j,ϕ and mH are also spectrally equivalent.
Now let Fj , j ∈ {1, 2}, be R[H]-functions as in (3.2) and let Σj be the spectral measure

of Fj, j ∈ {1, 2}. Let K1 = K2 and let Bj ∈ [H], j ∈ {1, 2}, be such that the equation
(3.6) is satisfied, while F1 6= F2; for instance, one can take F2(z) = F1(z) ± iI with
z ∈ C± and put B1 = 0, B2 = iI. Here the operator measures Σac

j , j ∈ {1, 2} can be
taken to be spectrally equivalent to the measure mH. In this case, the assumptions and
the conclusions of Corollary 3.2 fail to hold, while the assumptions in Lemma 3.1 are
fulfilled.
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We now slightly modify the previous situation by replacing the operator measures Σj

by Σj,ϕ defined in (3.25) and define the R[H]-functions Fj,ϕ according to (3.2) with Σj,ϕ

instead of Σj , j ∈ {1, 2}. If now for some B̃j ∈ [H], j ∈ {1, 2}, the equality (3.6) with
Fj,ϕ (instead of Fj, Bj) holds, then due to (3.26), and in contrary to the previous case,
we have F1,ϕ ≡ F2,ϕ and Σ1,ϕ(t) = Σ2,ϕ(t), t ∈ R.

3.2. Sufficient conditions for unitary similarity of ordinary boundary triplets.

The results in the previous subsection are now applied to establish the unitary equivalence
of proper extensions of A as well as the unitary equivalence of appropriate boundary
triplets for A∗.

Combining Lemma 3.1 with Proposition 2.8 yields the following statement.

Proposition 3.4. Let A(j) be a simple symmetric operator in the separable Hilbert space

Hj, let Πj = {Hj ,Γ
(j)
0 ,Γ

(j)
1 } be a boundary triplet for A(j)∗ and let Mj(·) be the corre-

sponding Weyl function with the integral representation

(3.28) Mj(z) = Cj +Djz +

∫

R

(
1

t− z
− t

1 + t2

)
dΣj , j ∈ {1, 2},

(see (2.3)). Moreover, let H be a Hilbert space and let Bj ∈ [Hj ] and Kj ∈ [H,Hj ], j ∈
{1, 2}, be operators such that 0 ∈ ρ(K1) ∩ ρ(K2) and

Ω+ := ρ(A
(1)
B1
) ∩ ρ(A

(2)
B2
) ∩ C+ 6= ∅,

where A
(j)
Bj
(∈ ExtA(j)) is given by (2.9) with the boundary operator Bj , j ∈ {1, 2}. Then

the equality

(3.29) K∗
1(B1 −M1(z))

−1K1 = K∗
2(B2 −M2(z))

−1K2, z ∈ Ω+,

yields the identities (3.7) and (3.8), where the operator measure Σ̃j(·) : Bb(R) → [H] and

the operators C̃j , D̃j B̃j ∈ [H] are defined by (3.4) and (3.5).

Combining Corollary 3.2 with Proposition 2.7 gives the following result.

Proposition 3.5. Let the conditions of Proposition 3.4 be satisfied, let A
(j)
0 = ker Γ

(j)
0 ,

and let Ej(·) be the spectral measure of A
(j)
0 , j ∈ {1, 2}. Assume, in addition, that at

least one of the following assumptions is fulfilled:

(a1) Equality (3.29) holds, mulA
(j)
0 6= Hj, j ∈ {1, 2}, and the spectral measure

Eac
j (·), j ∈ {1, 2}, is not equivalent to the Lebesgue measure mH(·).
(a2) The set

Ω− := ρ(A
(1)
B1
) ∩ ρ(A

(2)
B2
) ∩ C−

is not empty and the following equality holds

K∗
1 (B1 −M1(z))

−1K1 = K∗
2 (B2 −M2(z))

−1K2, z ∈ Ω := Ω+ ∪ Ω−.

Then the relations (3.22) and (3.23) are satisfied.

Corollary 3.6. Let the conditions of Proposition 3.4 be satisfied, let A
(j)
0 = ker Γ

(j)
0 ,

j ∈ {1, 2}, and let the following assumption be fulfilled:

(a3) Equality (3.29) holds, mulA
(j)
0 6= Hj , and σac(A

(j)
0 ) 6= R, j ∈ {1, 2}.

Then the relations (3.22) and (3.23) are valid.

The following statement is immediate from Corollary 3.2, (iii).

Proposition 3.7. Let the conditions of Proposition 3.4 be satisfied. Assume in addition
that the following assumption is fulfilled:

(a4) Equality (3.29) holds and for some t0 ∈ R the weak derivatives w-dΣ1

dt
(t0), w-

dΣ2

dt
(t0)

exist and are equal. Then the relations (3.22) and (3.23) are valid.
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From Propositions 3.5 and 3.7 one can derive some general sufficient conditions on
the unitary equivalence of certain proper extensions. However, we can deduce a more
general result involving auxiliary boundary triplets. For this purpose the following simple
lemma, which is immediate from [14], is needed.

Lemma 3.8. Let Π = {K,Γ0,Γ1} be a boundary triplet for A∗ and let M(·) be the
corresponding Weyl function. Moreover, let H be a Hilbert space and let B ∈ [K] and
K ∈ [H,K] with 0 ∈ ρ(K). Then the transform

(3.30) Γ̂0 = K∗Γ0, Γ̂1 = K−1(Γ1 − (Re B)Γ0),

defines an ordinary boundary triplet Π̂K,B := {H, Γ̂0, Γ̂1} for A∗ such that Â0(= ker Γ̂0) =
A0, and the corresponding Weyl function is given by

(3.31) M̂(·) = K−1(M(·)− Re B)K−1∗.

Moreover, if T ∈ [K] is a boundary operator (coordinate) of Ã ∈ ExtA in the triplet Π

(i.e. Ã = AT , see (2.9)), then the boundary operator of Ã in the triplet Π̂K,B is

(3.32) T̂ = K−1(T − Re B)K−1∗.

Now we are ready to state the main result regarding the unitary equivalence of the
auxiliary boundary triplets defined by (3.30).

Theorem 3.9. Let A(j) be a simple symmetric operator in the separable Hilbert space

Hj and let Πj = {Hj ,Γ
(j)
0 ,Γ

(j)
1 } be a boundary triplet for A(j)∗ with the Weyl function

Mj(·), j ∈ {1, 2}. Moreover, let A
(j)
0 = ker Γ

(j)
0 , let H be a separable Hilbert space, and

let Bj ∈ [Hj] and Kj ∈ [H,Hj ], j ∈ {1, 2}, be operators such that 0 ∈ ρ(K1)∩ρ(K2) and

Ω+ := ρ(A
(1)
B1
) ∩ ρ(A

(2)
B2
) ∩ C+ 6= ∅.

Assume, in addition, that at least one of the assumptions (a1)–(a4) listed in Propositions

3.5, 3.7 and Corollary 3.6 is satisfied. Then the boundary triplets Π̂K1,B1 and Π̂K2,B2 de-
fined in Lemma 3.8 are unitarily equivalent by means of a unitary operator U ∈ [H1,H2].

In particular, the pairs of extensions {A(1)
0 , A

(1)
B1
} and {A(2)

0 , A
(2)
B2
} are unitarily equivalent

by means of the same U .

Proof. According to Propositions 3.5, 3.7 and Corollary 3.6 Im B̃1 = Im B̃2 and by the
last equality in (3.5) one has

(3.33) K−1
1 (ImB1)K

−1∗
1 = K−1

2 (ImB2)K
−1∗
2 .

Combining this identity with (3.29) one obtains

(3.34) K−1
1 (M1(z)− ReB1)K

−1∗
1 = K−1

2 (M2(z)− ReB2)K
−1∗
2 , z ∈ Ω+.

On the other hand, according to (3.31) the Weyl function M̂j(·) corresponding to the

boundary triplet Π̂Kj ,Bj
is

M̂j(z) = K−1
j (Mj(z)− ReBj)K

−1∗
j , j ∈ {1, 2}, z ∈ C+ ∪ C−.

Combining this equality with (3.34) yields M̂1(z) = M̂2(z), z ∈ Ω+. By Theorem 2.16,

the boundary triplets Π̂K1,B1 and Π̂K2,B2 are unitarily equivalent by means of a unitary
operator U ∈ [H1,H2].

Next, according to (3.32) a boundary operator (coordinate) B̂j of the extension Ãj :=

ABj
in the boundary triplet Π̂Kj ,Bj

is

B̂j = K−1
j (Bj − ReBj)K

−1∗
j = iK−1

j (ImBj)K
−1∗
j , j ∈ {1, 2}.
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Hence, by (3.33), B̂1 = B̂2 and according to Lemma 2.15 the extensions AB1 and AB2

are unitarily equivalent by means of U . Moreover, by Lemma 2.15, the extensions A
(1)
0

and A
(2)
0 are also unitarily equivalent by means of U , since their boundary relations

(coordinates) in the triplets Π̂K1,B1 and Π̂K2,B2 coincide: A
(1)
0 = ker Γ

(1)
0 = ker Γ̂

(1)
0 and

A
(2)
0 = ker Γ

(2)
0 = ker Γ̂

(2)
0 . �

Next it is shown that the function M̃(·) defined in (3.1) is the Weyl function of a

boundary triplet Π̃ for the dual pair {A,A}. This statement explains appearance of

the function M̃(·) in this section and, in fact, has motivated our investigations. The
following statement, which is immediate from [29], establishes a key connection between
Theorem 3.9 and the theory of boundary triplets for dual pairs.

Proposition 3.10. Let A be a symmetric operator in H and let Π = {K,Γ0,Γ1} be a
boundary triplet for A∗ with the Weyl function M(·). Let B ∈ [K], K ∈ [H,K], 0 ∈
ρ(K), and define the linear mappings

Γ̃ =

(
Γ̃0

Γ̃1

)
: A∗ → H⊕H, Γ̃⊤ =

(
Γ̃⊤
0

Γ̃⊤
1

)
: A∗ → H⊕H

by

Γ̃0 = K−1(BΓ0 − Γ1), Γ̃1 = K∗Γ0; Γ̃⊤
0 = K−1(B∗Γ0 − Γ1), Γ̃⊤

1 = K∗Γ0.

Then Π̃ = {H ⊕H, Γ̃, Γ̃⊤} is a boundary triplet for the dual pair {A,A}, such that

(3.35) Ã0 := ker Γ̃0 = ker (Γ1 − BΓ0),

and the corresponding Weyl function is

(3.36) M̃(z) := MΠ̃(z) = K∗(B −M(z))−1K, z ∈ ρ(Ã0).

If, in addition, B is accumulative, ImB ≤ 0, then C+ ⊂ ρ(Ã0) and Im M̃(z) ≥ 0, z ∈
C+. Hence M̃(·) admits integral representation (2.3) in C+.

Remark 3.11. Proposition 3.10 allows one to reformulate the statement of Theorem 3.9

on the unitary equivalence of the extensions A
(1)
B1

and A
(2)
B2

in terms of the equality of the
Weyl functions corresponding to special boundary triplets for the dual pair {A,A}. The
corresponding routine reformulations are left for the reader.

Remark 3.12. Let Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} be an ordinary boundary triplet for A∗ with the Weyl
function M(·). It follows from the results in [29] that the Weyl functions of any boundary

triplet Π̃ = {H⊕H, Γ̃, Γ̃⊤} for the dual pair {A,A} is obtained via the linear fractional
transform

(3.37) M̃(z) = (X3 +X4M(z))(X1 +X2M(z))−1, z ∈ ρ(Ã0),

where

(3.38) X =

(
X1 X2

X3 X4

)
: H⊕H → H⊕H

is a bounded operator with bounded inverse.
If, in addition, 0 ∈ ρ(X2) and X3 = X4X

−1
2 X1 −X−1∗

2 , then the equality (3.37) takes
the form

(3.39) M̃(z) = C +K∗(B −M(z))−1K, z ∈ ρ(Ã0).

with K = −X−1
2 , B = −X−1

2 X1, and C = X4X
−1
2 .
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We have no general analog of Theorem 3.9 for Weyl functions of the more general form
(3.39) or (3.37). Moreover, we have no inner characterization of the Weyl functions of
the form (3.36) or (3.39).

4. Unitary equivalent boundary triplets for symmetric dual pairs

In this section we investigate unitary equivalence of some boundary triplets for the
dual pair {A,A} in terms of the corresponding Weyl functions.

Assume that A ∈ [D,H] is a bounded symmetric operator with the closed domain
D ⊂ H and let

(4.1) N = H⊖D(= mulA∗), N̂ = {{0, n} : n ∈ N}(⊂ A∗)

Consider the block-matrix representation of A,

A =

(
A00

A10

)
: D → H = D ⊕N.

A proper extension Ã ∈ ExtA is called bounded if Ã ∈ [H]. Every bounded extension

Ã ∈ ExtA admits a block-matrix representation

(4.2) Ã =

(
A00 A∗

10

A10 B

)
: D ⊕N → D⊕N

with some B ∈ [N] and vise versa. The adjoint A∗ of A is multivalued and with any

bounded extension Ã it admits the graph decomposition

(4.3) A∗ = Ã +̇ N̂,

where +̇ stands for the direct sum of the graphs; cf. [18, Lemma 5.2].

Proposition 4.1. [18] Let A ∈ [D,H] be a bounded symmetric operator, let Π = {H ⊕
H,Γ,Γ⊤} be boundary triplet for {A,A} such that A0(= ker Γ0) is a bounded extension
of A and let π2 be the orthoprojector in H⊕ H onto {0} ⊕ H. Then:

(i) The operators Γ0 ↾ N̂ and Γ⊤
0 ↾ N̂ isomorphically map N̂ onto H, so that the

operators

γΠ = π2(Γ0 ↾ N̂)−1, γΠ⊤
= π2(Γ

⊤
0 ↾ N̂)−1,(4.4)

Γ1 ↾ N̂ = FΠΓ0 ↾ N̂(4.5)

are well defined and γΠ ∈ [H,N], γΠ⊤
∈ [H,N], and FΠ ∈ [H].

(ii) The corresponding Weyl function MΠ(·) is given by

(4.6) MΠ(z) = FΠ + γ∗
Π⊤

(A0 − z)−1γΠ, z ∈ ρ(A0).

Recall ([14, 24, 29, 18]) that the operator FΠ in (4.5) is called a forbidden operator
corresponding to Π.

Next assume that A ∈ [D,H] is a bounded symmetric operator with the closed domain

D ⊂ H and let N and N̂ be the subspaces defined in (4.1).

Definition 4.2. A boundary triplet Π = {H⊕H,Γ,Γ⊤} for {A,A} is said to belong to
the class BT∞ if A0(= ker Γ0) ∈ [H] and Γ0{0, n} = Γ⊤

0 {0, n}, n ∈ N; in view of (4.4)
this latter condition is equivalent to the equality

(4.7) γΠ = γΠ⊤
=: γ.

Next it is shown that for each boundary triplet Π = {H ⊕ H,Γ,Γ⊤} from the class
BT∞ the linear mappings Γ and Γ⊤ can explicitly be expressed by means of the operators
A0, γΠ, γΠ⊤

, and FΠ defined in Proposition 4.1.
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Lemma 4.3. Let A ∈ [D,H] be a bounded symmetric operator in H and let Π = {H ⊕
H,Γ,Γ⊤} ∈ BT∞ be a boundary triplet for {A,A}. Moreover, let A0 = ker Γ0, let
FΠ ∈ [H] be the forbidden operator (4.5) and let γ ∈ [H,N] be the operator defined by
(4.7). Then the operators Γj and Γ⊤

j admit the representations

Γ0{f, f ′} = γ−1(f ′ −A0f), Γ1{f, f ′} = −γ∗PNf + FΠγ
−1(f ′ − A0f),(4.8)

Γ⊤
0 {f, f ′} = γ−1(f ′ −A∗

0f), Γ⊤
1 {f, f ′} = −γ∗PNf + F∗

Πγ
−1(f ′ − A∗

0f),(4.9)

where {f, f ′} ∈ A∗.
Conversely, let H and H be Hilbert spaces, let A ∈ [D,H] (D ⊂ H) be a bounded

symmetric operator, let Ã ∈ [H] be a bounded extension of A, let K be an isomorphism

from H onto N(= H ⊖ D), and let F ∈ [H]. Then the operators Γ =

(
Γ0

Γ1

)
and

Γ⊤ =

(
Γ⊤
0

Γ⊤
1

)
defined for all {f, f ′} ∈ A∗ by

Γ0{f, f ′} = K−1(f ′ − Ãf), Γ1{f, f ′} = −K∗PNf + FK−1(f ′ − Ãf),(4.10)

Γ⊤
0 {f, f ′} = K−1(f ′ − Ã∗f), Γ⊤

1 {f, f ′} = −K∗PNf + F ∗K−1(f ′ − Ã∗f)(4.11)

form the boundary triplet Π = {H ⊕H,Γ,Γ⊤} ∈ BT∞ for {A,A}. Moreover,

(4.12) A0 = Ã, γ = K, FΠ = F.

Proof. Applying the identity (2.11) to the elements {f, A0f}, {0, γh} ∈ A∗, see (4.3),
(4.4), one obtains

−(f, γh) = (Γ1{f, A0f}, h), f ∈ H, h ∈ H.

Hence,

(4.13) Γ1{f, A0f} = −γ∗PNf, f ∈ H.

Moreover, (4.3) shows that every {f, f ′} ∈ A∗ can be uniquely decomposed as

(4.14) {f, f ′} = {f, A0f}+ {0, n}
with n = f ′ −A0f ∈ N. Hence, by applying Γ0 and Γ1 to the equality (4.14) and taking
(4.13), (4.4) and (4.5) into account one obtains

Γ0{f, f ′} = Γ0{f, A0f}+ Γ0{0, n} = 0 + γ−1
Π n = γ−1n = γ−1(f ′ −A0f),

Γ1{f, f ′} = Γ1{f, A0f}+ Γ1{0, n} = −γ∗PNf + FΠγ
−1
Π n

= −γ∗PNf + FΠγ
−1(f ′ −A0f), {f, f ′} ∈ A∗.

Thus (4.8) is valid. Moreover, the equalities (4.9) hold, since they are analogs of (4.8)
for the triplet Π⊤.

Conversely, let the operators Γj and Γ⊤
j , j ∈ {0, 1}, be defined by (4.10) and (4.11).

Then it is immediately checked that ΓA∗ = Γ⊤A∗ = H ⊕ H and the identity (2.11) is
satisfied. Hence Π = {H ⊕ H,Γ,Γ⊤} with operators (4.10) and (4.11) is a boundary
triplet for {A,A}. Moreover, the equalities (4.12) are implied by (4.10) and (4.11). �

Next a class of boundary triplets analogous to that appearing in Definition 4.2 is
introduced with a finite real point (instead of ∞). Here A is a, not necessarily bounded
or densely defined, symmetric operator in H such that λ0 ∈ ρ̂(A) ∩ R 6= ∅.
Definition 4.4. A boundary triplet Π = {H⊕H,Γ,Γ⊤} for {A,A} is said to belong to
the class BTλ0 , λ0 ∈ R, if λ0 ∈ ρ(A0) and

(4.15) Γ0{f, λ0f} = Γ⊤
0 {f, λ0f}, f ∈ Nλ0 (= ker (A∗ − λ0)).
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The next lemma provides a connection between the classes BTλ0 and BT∞.

Lemma 4.5. Let A be a symmetric operator in H with λ0 = λ0 ∈ ρ̂(A), let Π =
{H ⊕ H,Γ,Γ⊤} ∈ BTλ0 be a boundary triplet for {A,A}, let A0 = ker Γ0 and let MΠ(·)
be the corresponding Weyl function. Assume also that Y is an isomorphism in H ⊕ H

given by

(4.16) Y {f, f ′} = {f ′, f + λ0f
′}, {f, f ′} ∈ H⊕ H.

Then:

(i) S := (A−λ0)
−1 is a bounded symmetric operator with the closed domain domS =

ran (A− λ0)
−1;

(ii) Y (S∗) = A∗ and the triplet Π̇ = {H ⊕H, Γ̇, Γ̇⊤} with the mappings

Γ̇ =

(
Γ̇0

Γ̇1

)
: S∗ → H⊕H and Γ̇⊤ =

(
Γ̇⊤
0

Γ̇⊤
1

)
: S∗ → H⊕H

given by

(4.17) Γ̇0 = Γ0Y ↾ S∗, Γ̇1 = −Γ1Y ↾ S∗, Γ̇⊤
0 = Γ⊤

0 Y ↾ S∗, Γ̇⊤
1 = −Γ⊤

1 Y ↾ S∗

is a boundary triplet for {S, S} which belongs to the class BT∞;
(iii) S0(= ker Γ̇0) = (A0 − λ0)

−1 and the corresponding Weyl function is

(4.18) MΠ̇(z) = −MΠ(λ0 +
1
z
), z ∈ ρ(S0), z 6= 0.

Proof. (i) The statement is implied by the inclusion λ0 ∈ ρ̂(A).
(ii) It is clear from (4.16) that

Y −1{g, g′} = {g′ − λ0g, g}, {g, g′} ∈ H⊕ H.

This together with (4.16) gives the following identities for each relation T ∈ C̃(H):
Y (T ) = T−1 + λ0I, Y −1(T ) = (T − λ0I)

−1.

In particular, Y (S∗) = S−1∗ + λ0I = A∗ and, therefore, the operators in (4.17) are well
defined. Now, it is straightforward to check that the Green’s identity (2.11) for the
triplet Π yields the same identity (2.11) for the operators defined in (4.17). Moreover,

the operators Γ̇ and Γ̇⊤ are surjective, because so are the operators Γ̇ and Γ̇⊤, and
Y (S∗) = A∗. This shows that Π̇ is a boundary triplet for {S, S}.

On the other hand, from the first equality in (4.17) one obtains

S0 := ker Γ̇0 = Y −1(A0) = (A0 − λ0)
−1,

so that S0 ∈ [H]. Moreover, for each n ∈ NS(= H⊖ domS) one has Y {0, n} = {n, λ0n}
and hence

Γ̇0{0, n} = Γ0{n, λ0n} = Γ⊤
0 {n, λ0n} = Γ̇⊤

0 {0, n}.
Therefore, the triplet Π̇ belongs to the class BT∞.

(iii) If z 6= 0, z ∈ ρ(S) and f ∈ Nz(S), then by (4.17)

Γ̇0{f, zf} = Γ0Y {f, zf} = zΓ0{f, (λ0 +
1
z
)f},

Γ̇1{f, zf} = −zΓ1{f, (λ0 +
1
z
)f}.

Combining these equalities with the definition (2.12) of the Weyl function yields formula
(4.18) for MΠ̇(·). �

Now we are ready to prove the main theorems in this section which improve Theorem

3.9 for the case of operators A
(j)
0 with a real regular point.
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Theorem 4.6. Let Hj be a Hilbert space, let A(j) ∈ [Dj ,Hj] be a bounded simple symmet-
ric operator with the closed domain Dj ⊂ Hj and let Πj = {H ⊕ H,Γ(j),Γ⊤(j)} ∈ BT∞

be a boundary triplet for {A(j), A(j)} with the mappings

Γ(j) =

(
Γ
(j)
0

Γ
(j)
1

)
: A(j)∗ → H⊕H, Γ⊤(j) =

(
Γ
⊤(j)
0

Γ
⊤(j)
1

)
: A(j)∗ → H⊕H.

Moreover, let A
(j)
0 (= ker Γ

(j)
0 ) be a bounded non-self-adjoint operator and let MΠj

(·) be
the corresponding Weyl function, j ∈ {1, 2}. If for some R > 0,

(4.19) MΠ1(z) = MΠ2(z), |z| > R,

then the boundary triplets Π1 and Π2 are unitarily equivalent.

Proof. Let Nj = Hj ⊖ Dj and let γΠj
∈ [H,Nj], γΠ⊤,j ∈ [H,Nj ] and FΠj

∈ [H] be
the operators in (4.4) corresponding to the triplet Πj, j ∈ {1, 2}. Then according to
Definition 4.2 γΠj

= γΠ⊤,j =: γj and hence (4.6) yields

(4.20) MΠj
(z) = FΠj

+ γ∗
j (A

(j)
0 − z)−1γj, z ∈ ρ(A

(j)
0 ), j ∈ {1, 2}.

Clearly, FΠj
= lim

z→∞
MΠj

(z) and now it follows from (4.19) that

FΠ1 = FΠ2 =: F ,(4.21)

γ∗
1(PN1(A

(1)
0 − z)−1 ↾ N1)γ1 = γ∗

2(PN2(A
(2)
0 − z)−1 ↾ N2)γ2, |z| > R.(4.22)

Let Ã
(j)
0 ∈ [Hj] be a self-adjoint extension of A(j) defined by

(4.23) Ã
(j)
0 =

(
A

(j)
00 A

(j)∗
10

A
(j)
10 0

)
: Dj ⊕Nj → Dj ⊕Nj, j ∈ {1, 2},

(i.e., by (4.2) with B = 0) and define the mappings Γ̃
(j)
0 , Γ̃

(j)
1 : A(j)∗ → H, j ∈ {1, 2},

by

(4.24) Γ̃
(j)
0 {f, f ′} = γ∗

jPNj
f, Γ̃

(j)
1 {f, f ′} = γ−1

j (f ′ − Ã
(j)
0 f), {f, f ′} ∈ A(j)∗.

It follows from [14, Proposition 3.5] that the collection Π̃j = {H, Γ̃
(j)
0 , Γ̃

(j)
1 } is an ordinary

boundary triplet for A(j)∗ with the Weyl function

(4.25) M̃j(z) = γ−1
j (zI + A

(j)
10 (A

(j)
00 − z)−1A

(j)∗
10 )γ−1∗

j , z ∈ ρ(A
(j)
00 ), j ∈ {1, 2}.

Next, in view of (4.2) the operator A
(j)
0 has the block representation

(4.26) A
(j)
0 =

(
A

(j)
00 A

(j)∗
10

A
(j)
10 Bj

)
: Dj ⊕Nj → Dj ⊕Nj , j ∈ {1, 2}

with some Bj ∈ [Nj ]. Applying the Frobenius formula to (4.26) and taking (4.25) into
account one gets

PNj
(A

(j)
0 − z)−1 ↾ Nj =

(
Bj − zI −A

(j)
10 (A

(j)
00 − z)−1A

(j)∗
10

)−1

=
(
Bj − γjM̃j(z)γ

∗
j

)−1

= γ−1∗
j

(
γ−1
j Bjγ

−1∗
j − M̃j(z)

)−1

γ−1
j , j ∈ {1, 2}.

Substituting these identities into (4.22) yields the equality

(4.27) B̃1 − M̃1(z) = B̃2 − M̃2(z), |z| > R,
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where B̃j = γ−1
j Bjγ

−1∗
j (∈ [H]). It follows easily from (4.27) and (4.25) that

B̃1 = B̃2 =: B̃,(4.28)

M̃1(z) = M̃2(z), z ∈ C \ R,(4.29)

(cf. Corollary 3.2(ii)). On the other hand, the equality (4.8) together with (4.23) and
(4.26) gives

Γ
(j)
0 {f, f ′} = γ−1

j (f ′ −A
(j)
0 f) = γ−1

j (f ′ − Ã
(j)
0 f)− γ−1

j BjPNj
f

= γ−1
j (f ′ − Ã

(j)
0 f)− B̃jγ

∗
jPNj

f,

Γ
(j)
1 {f, f ′} = −γ∗

jPNj
f + FΠj

γ−1
j (f ′ − Ã

(j)
0 f)− FΠj

B̃jγ
∗
jPNj

f

= (−IH − FΠj
B̃j)γ

∗
jPNj

f + FΠj
γ−1
j (f ′ − Ã

(j)
0 f).

Comparing these equalities with (4.24) and taking (4.21) and (4.28) into account we
obtain for j ∈ {1, 2} and all {f, f ′} ∈ A(j)∗,

Γ
(j)
0 {f, f ′} = Γ̃

(j)
1 {f, f ′} − B̃Γ̃

(j)
0 {f, f ′},

Γ
(j)
1 {f, f ′} = (−IH − FB̃)Γ̃

(j)
0 {f, f ′}+ F Γ̃

(j)
1 {f, f ′}.

With X =

(
−B̃ IH

−IH − FB̃ F

)
and Γ̃(j) =

(
Γ̃
(j)
0

Γ̃
(j)
1

)
one can rewrite the previous two

equalities in the form

(4.30) Γ(j) = XΓ̃(j), j ∈ {1, 2}.
It follows from (4.29) and Theorem 2.16 that the ordinary boundary triplets Π̃1 and

Π̃2 are unitarily equivalent, that is

Ũ(A(1)∗) = A(2)∗ and Γ̃(2)Ũ ↾ A(1)∗ = Γ̃(1).

with some unitary operator Ũ ∈ [H1,H2]. This and (4.30) prove the unitary equivalence
of the triplets Π1 and Π2. �

Theorem 4.7. Let A(j) be a, not necessarily densely defined, simple symmetric operator
in Hj, let λ0 = λ0 ∈ ρ̂(A(j)), and let Πj = {H ⊕ H,Γ(j),Γ⊤(j)} ∈ BTλ0 be a boundary
triplet for {A(j), A(j)} with the Weyl function MΠj

(·), j ∈ {1, 2}. If for some ε > 0,

(4.31) MΠ1(z) = MΠ2(z), |z − λ0| < ε,

then the boundary triplets Π1 and Π2 are unitarily equivalent.

Proof. Let S(j) = (A(j) − λ0)
−1, let Π̇j = {H ⊕ H, Γ̇(j), Γ̇⊤(j)} ∈ BT∞ be a boundary

triplet for {S(j), S(j)} constructed in Lemma 4.5 and let MΠ̇j
(z) = −MΠj

(λ0 +
1
z
) be the

Weyl function for Π̇j (see (4.18)). Then in view of (4.31) for some R > 0 one has

MΠ̇1
(z) = MΠ̇2

(z), |z| > R.

Therefore according to Theorem 4.6 the triplets Π̇1 and Π̇2 are unitarily equivalent, which
implies that the triplets Π1 and Π2 are unitarily equivalent as well. �

Corollary 4.8. Let H, H1 and H2 be Hilbert spaces, let Nj be a subspace of Hj and

let Ãj ∈ [Hj ], Fj ∈ [H] and Kj ∈ [H,Hj] be operators such that Nj ⊃ ran (Ãj −
Ã∗

j ), kerKj = {0} and ranKj = Nj , j ∈ {1, 2}. Assume also that

(4.32) span{Ãn
1N1 : n = 0, 1, . . . } = H1 and span{Ãn

2N2 : n = 0, 1, . . . } = H2.
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If under the above assumptions the equality

(4.33) F1 +K∗
1 (Ã1 − z)−1K1 = F2 +K∗

2 (Ã2 − z)−1K2, |z| > R,

holds for some R > 0, then there exists a unitary operator U ∈ [H1,H2] such that

(4.34) UK1 = K2 and UÃ1 = Ã2U.

Proof. Let Dj = Hj⊖Nj , j ∈ {1, 2}. Since Dj ⊂ ker (Ãj−Ã∗
j ), the operator A

(j) := Ãj ↾

Dj is symmetric in Hj with the closed domain Dj, j ∈ {1, 2}. Moreover, the relations
(4.32) imply the simplicity of the operators A(1) and A(2).

Letting in (4.10) and (4.11) K = Kj, Ã = Ãj and F = Fj we construct the boundary
triplet Πj = {H ⊕ H,Γ(j),Γ⊤(j)} ∈ BT∞ for {A(j), A(j)} such that the corresponding
Weyl function is

MΠj
(z) = Fj +K∗

j (Ãj − z)−1Kj , j ∈ {1, 2}
(see Proposition 4.1). Since by (4.33) MΠ1(z) = MΠ2(z), |z| > R, it follows from
Theorem 4.6 that the triplets Π1 and Π2 are unitarily equivalent by means of a unitary
operator U ∈ [H1,H2]. In particular, this yields the relations in (4.34). �

Remark 4.9. (i) In the case that Hj = Nj , Fj = 0 and Kj = INj
, j ∈ {1, 2}, the equality

(4.33) takes the form

PN1(Ã1 − z)−1 ↾ N1 = PN2(Ã2 − z)−1 ↾ N2, |z| > R.

For this case the statement of Corollary 4.8 was proved in [1, Theorem 6.2].
(ii) As it is known (see for instance [5]) a linear stationary dynamical discrete-time

system (LSDS) is a collection

(4.35) α = {Ã,K,N, F ;H,H0,H1}
of Hilbert spaces H, H0, H1, and operators Ã ∈ [H], K ∈ [H0,H], N ∈ [H1,H] and
F ∈ [H0,H1]. Moreover, the operator function

(4.36) Θα(z) = F +N∗(Ã− z)−1K, z ∈ ρ(Ã),

is called the transfer function of the system α.

Two systems αj = {Ãj, Kj, Nj , Fj;Hj,H0,H1}, j ∈ {1, 2}, are called similar (unitarily
similar) if there is an operator U ∈ [H1,H2] with 0 ∈ ρ(U) (resp. unitary U) such that

UÃ1 = Ã2U, UK1 = K2, UN1 = N2.

Some sufficient conditions for similarity and unitary similarity of LSDS with the same
transfer function has been discovered in [3, 5] (for systems of other types see [4]). For

systems involving normal main operators Ãj some sufficient conditions for their unitary
similarity have been obtained in [2].

If in addition the system (4.35) satisfies the conditions

H0 = H1 =: H, N = K, 0 ∈ ρ̂(K), ranK ⊃ ran (Ã− Ã∗),(4.37)

span{ÃnKH : n = 0, 1, . . . } = H(4.38)

(the relation (4.38) means that the system α is simple in the sense of [3, 5]), then the
transfer function takes the form

(4.39) Θα(z) = F +K∗(Ã− z)−1K, z ∈ ρ(Ã)

and in view of Lemma 4.3 and Proposition 4.1 Θα(·) is the Weyl function corresponding
to some boundary triplet Π ∈ BT∞. Moreover, it follows from (4.39) and Corollary 4.8
that the transfer function defines the system (4.35) satisfying (4.37) and (4.38) uniquely
up to unitary similarity.
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In [2] passive systems of the form (4.37) (i.e. the associated 2× 2 block operator with

entries Ã,K∗, K, and F is contractive) are called passive quasi-selfadjoint systems, or
shortly pqs-systems. For such systems Corollary 4.8 was proved in another way in [2,
Proposition 4.3], see also [2, Theorem 3.5] for an extension of this result where normal

main operators Ãj are allowed.

5. Negative results

Theorem 5.1. Let A(1) be a simple symmetric operator in H1, let Π1 = {H,Γ
(1)
0 ,Γ

(1)
1 }

be an ordinary boundary triplet for A(1)∗ and M1(·) the corresponding Weyl function. If
B1 ∈ [H] and 0 ∈ ρ(M1(z0)−B1) for some z0 ∈ C+, then the following statements hold:

(i) There exists a (non-unique) simple symmetric operator A(2), an ordinary bound-

ary triplet Π2 = {H,Γ
(2)
0 ,Γ

(2)
1 } for A(2)∗, a (non-unique) bounded dissipative op-

erator B2, and an open neighborhood Ω+ ⊂ C+ of z0, such that the following
equality holds

(5.1) (B1 −M1(z))
−1 = (B2 −M2(z))

−1, z ∈ Ω+.

(ii) The boundary triplets Π̂I,B1 and Π̂I,B2 defined in Lemma 3.8 are not unitarily
equivalent.

(iii) If B1 is not dissipative, the extensions

(5.2) A
(1)
B1

= ker (Γ
(1)
1 −B1Γ

(1)
0 ) and A

(2)
B2

= ker (Γ
(2)
1 −B2Γ

(2)
0 )

are not unitarily similar.

If in addition B1 is accumulative and B1 6= B∗
1 , then 0 ∈ ρ(M1(z0) − B1) for every

z0 ∈ C+ and the statement (i) holds true with Ω+ = C+. In particular, the extensions

A
(1)
B1

and A
(2)
B2

are not unitarily similar.

Proof. (i) Since M1(·) belongs to R[H] the assumption 0 ∈ ρ(M1(z0)− B1) implies that
there exists an open neighborhood Ω+ ⊂ C+ of z0, such that 0 ∈ ρ(M1(z) − B1) for all
z ∈ Ω+. Now choose a dissipative operator B ∈ [H] such that ReB 6= 0, and the sum
B2 := B +B1 is also dissipative and define the function M2(·) by
(5.3) M2(z) := M1(z) +B, z ∈ C+; M2(z) := M1(z) +B∗, z ∈ C−.

Since M1(·) is the Weyl function corresponding to the ordinary boundary triplet Π1,
M1(·) ∈ Ru[H], i.e. M1(·) ∈ R[H] and 0 ∈ ρ(ImM(i)). Combining this fact with the
inequality ImB ≥ 0 we get that M2(·) ∈ Ru[H]. Therefore (see [14]) there exists a

simple symmetric operator A(2) and an ordinary boundary triplet Π2 = {H,Γ
(2)
0 ,Γ

(2)
1 }

for A(2)∗ such that the corresponding Weyl function is equal to M2(·). By construction,
B = B2 − B1 6= 0 is dissipative and (5.3) implies that

(5.4) M2(z)− B2 = M1(z)− B1, z ∈ C+.

Since 0 ∈ ρ(M1(z)−B1) for z ∈ Ω+, the last identity leads to the inclusion 0 ∈ ρ(M2(z)−
B2) for z ∈ Ω+. Taking inverses of both sides of (5.4) yields (5.1).

(ii) By Lemma 3.8, a collection Π̂I,Bj
= {H, Γ̂

(j)
0 , Γ̂

(j)
1 }, j ∈ {1, 2}, with

(5.5) Γ̂
(j)
0 = Γ

(j)
0 , Γ̂

(j)
1 = (Γ

(j)
1 − (Re Bj)Γ

(j)
0 ), j ∈ {1, 2},

defines an ordinary boundary triplet for A(j)∗ such that the corresponding Weyl function
is

(5.6) M̂j(z) = Mj(z)− Re Bj , z ∈ C+, j ∈ {1, 2}.
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According to our choice ReB 6= 0, i.e. ReB1 6= ReB2. Thus, by (5.6) M̂1(·) 6= M̂2(·). By
Theorem 2.16, the boundary triplets Π̂I,B1 and Π̂I,B2 are not unitarily equivalent.

Note also that as it is clear from (5.4), M1(·) 6= M2(·). Therefore, by Theorem 2.16,
the boundary triplets Π1 and Π2 are not unitarily equivalent too.

(iii) Since Π1 and Π2 are ordinary boundary triplets, Proposition 2.5(ii) shows that

the linear relation A
(1)
B1

is not dissipative, if so is B1. At the same time, by Proposition

2.5(ii), A
(2)
B2

is m-dissipative since, by construction, B2 is dissipative. In particular, A
(1)
B1

and A
(2)
B2

are not unitarily equivalent. �

Remark 5.2. (i) Theorem 5.1, as well as its proof, remains valid for generalized
boundary triplets in the sense of [14]; their unitary equivalence is defined pre-
cisely in the same way as was done for ordinary boundary triplets in Definition
2.14.

(ii) To demonstrate that Theorem 5.1 holds for a wide class of non-accumulative
operators B1, we fix z0 ∈ C+ and recall that as a Weyl function of an ordinary
boundary tripletM1(·) ∈ Ru[H]. The latter means that Im (M1(z0)f, f) ≥ ε0‖f‖2
for some ε0 > 0. Choose an arbitrary operator B1 ∈ [H] (not necessarily accu-
mulative) which satisfies ‖ImB1‖ ≤ ε0/2. Then, clearly

Im ((M1(z0)− B1)f, f) ≥ Im (M1(z0)f, f)− |Im (B1f, f)| ≥
ε0
2
‖f‖2.

This implies that 0 ∈ ρ(M1(z0)−B1) and hence there exists an open neighborhood
Ω+ ⊂ C+ of z0, such that 0 ∈ ρ(M1(z)− B1) for all z ∈ Ω+. Again the operator
AB1 is not dissipative, if B1 is not dissipative, and thus all the conclusions of
Theorem 5.1 hold.

(iii) Let under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 n±(A
(1)) = n < ∞, so that dimH = n.

Then for any fixed z0 ∈ C+ the inequality det(M1(z0)−B1) 6= 0 holds for almost

every (with respect to the Lebesgue measure in Cn2
) non-dissipative matrices

B1 ∈ Cn×n. Therefore in this case the conclusions of Theorem 5.1 are valid for
almost every non-dissipative matrix B1 ∈ Cn×n.

(iv) Reasonings of Theorem 5.1 can easily be extended to establish the following
statement:
There exist simple symmetric operators A(j), ordinary boundary triplets Πj =

{H,Γ
(j)
0 ,Γ

(j)
1 } for A(j)∗ with the corresponding Weyl functions Mj(·), j ∈ {1, 2},

a selfadjoint operator B1 ∈ [H] and an accumulative operator B2 ∈ [H], such that

M̃1(z) := (B1 −M1(z))
−1 = (B2 −M2(z))

−1 =: M̃2(z), z ∈ C+,

but the extensions (5.2) are not unitarily similar.

This statement shows that even in the case of maximal accumulative extension ÃB the
Weyl function M̃(·) of the form (3.36) does not determine the extension uniquely up to
the unitary similarity.

Example. Let H be a separable Hilbert space. Consider in L2(R,H) the momentum
operator A0 = −i d

dx
, dom (A0) = W 1,2(R) and its restriction

A = −i
d

dx
, dom (A) = W 1,2

0 (R−)⊕W 1,2
0 (R+) = {f ∈ W 1,2(R) : f(0) = 0}.

Clearly, A is symmetric operator with equal deficiency indices n± = dimH.

Define the boundary triplets Πj = {H,Γ
(j)
0 ,Γ

(j)
1 }, j ∈ {1, 2}, for A∗, by setting

(5.7)
√
2Γ

(1)
0 f := [f(+0)− f(−0)],

√
2Γ

(1)
1 f := i[f(+0) + f(−0)],
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and

(5.8) Γ
(2)
0 := 3−1/2Γ

(1)
0 , Γ

(2)
1 :=

√
3Γ

(1)
1 .

It easily follows from (5.7), (5.8) that the corresponding Weyl functions Mj(·), j ∈ {1, 2},
are

(5.9) M1(z) =

{
iIH, z ∈ C+,

−iIH, z ∈ C−,
, M2(z) =

{
3iIH, z ∈ C+,

−3iIH, z ∈ C−.

Now, let B1 = −iIH and B2 = iIH and define the proper extensions ABj
of A by

(5.10) ABj
= A∗⌈domABj

, domABj
= ker (Γ

(j)
1 − BjΓ

(j)
0 ), j ∈ {1, 2}.

Then by Proposition 2.5 AB1 is m-accumulative and AB2 is m-dissipative, because so
are B1 and B2. More precisely, by rewriting domAB1 in (5.10) in the form domAB1 =
W 1,2(R−)⊕W 1,2

0 (R+), one obtains

ker (AB1 − z) = { eizxχ−(x)h : h ∈ H}, z ∈ C−, σp(AB1) = C−

and σ(AB1) = C−, where χ−(·) is the indicator function of R−. Similarly, it follows from
(5.10) that

(5.11) domAB2 = { f ∈ W 1,2(R−)⊕W 1,2(R+) : f(+0) = −2f(−0)}.
Hence the functions

(5.12) fλ(x) =

{
eiλx, x > 0,

−2−1eiλx, x < 0,

form the complete family of (generalized) eigenfunctions of the continuous spectrum of
AB2, and σ(AB2) = σc(AB2) = R.

Thus, the operators AB1 and AB2 are not similar. At the same time,

(5.13)
(
B1 −M1(z)

)−1
= −i/2 · IH =

(
B2 −M2(z)

)−1
, z ∈ C+.

To prove the similarity of AB2 to A0 consider the characteristic function W2(·) of the
operator AB2 . Setting K∗ = K = IH = J one has ImB2 = IH = KJK∗. Hence, using
(5.9) one obtains

W2(z) = IH + 2iK∗
(
B∗

2 −M2(z)
)−1

KJ = IH + 2i
(
B∗

2 −M2(z)
)−1

= IH + 2i(−iIH − 3iIH)
−1 = 1/2 · IH, z ∈ C+.

Since W−1
2 (z) = 2IH is bounded in C+, the Nagy-Foias theorem ([30, Theorem 9.1.2])

yields the similarity of AB2 to a self-adjoint operator.
Furthermore, it is easily seen that the operator AB2 is completely non-self-adjoint. In

addition,
W2(x+ i0) = s− lim

y↓0
W2(x+ iy) = 1/2 · IH, x ∈ R.

Thus, ‖W2(x + i0)‖ < 1 for x ∈ R and, by [30, Corollary 9.1.3], the operator AB2 is
similar to the multiplication operator Q : f(x) → xf(x) in L2(R,H). It remains to note
that the operator A0 is unitarily equivalent to the multiplication operator Q, too.

Remark 5.3. (i) In this example A(1) = A(2) = A and A
(1)
0 = A

(2)
0 = A0. It is easily seen

that the spectral measure EA0(·) of A0 is spectrally equivalent to the Lebesgue measure
IHdt. This example shows that Theorem 3.9 is sharp and the assumptions on the spectral
measures E

A
(1)
0

and E
A

(2)
0

cannot be dropped.

(ii) It follows from (5.9) that ker (B1 −M1(z)) = ker (−iIH + iIH) = H, z ∈ C−, and
0 ∈ ρ

(
B2 −M2(z)

)
, z ∈ C±. Thus, by Proposition 2.8 σp(AB1) = C− and σ(AB2) ⊂ R.
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